Apply to Crypto in Context:

A Seminar at Bronx Community
College About the Future of Money
This semester, Bronx Community College is launching Crypto in
Context — Everything You Wanted to Know About Cryptocurrency
But Were Too Afraid to Ask, a series of discussions focused on
cryptocurrency, digital assets and the future of money. This six-week,
non-credit seminar provides an understanding of cryptocurrencies and
their role, if any, in our economy. This opportunity is open to students
at Bronx Community College.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Friday, March 5, 2021
DATES: Saturdays, 11 am - 1 pm from March 27, 2021 to May 1, 2021

APPLY TODAY

Program overview
As an introductory seminar to cryptocurrency, these discussions weave together
diverse topics, including the history of money; why government currencies tend to
undermine the role of money as a store of value; and the past, present, and future
of digital currencies.
Discussion 1: Definition Time: What is Cryptocurrency? Bitcoin, Block Chain and More
Discussion 2: Cypherpunks, Self-Sovereignty, and Private Digital Money
Discussion 3: The Unbanking of America
Discussion 4: Global Currencies and the Future of Digital Payments
Discussion 5: The Short and Colorful Life of Digital Currencies
Discussion 6: Governance, Money and the Future
With guest speakers from industry founders, investors, builders & regulators.

Crypto in Context

Student Benefits
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industry tailored to the
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local experiences of living
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A Seminar for the Bronx
This seminar is tailored specifically for the Bronx. Digital currencies have the potential to improve financial
inclusion and economic mobility, while lowering the barrier to entrepreneurship. While it is not a silver bullet,
crypto is changing the way people think about financial literacy. Students should expect to engage in regular
discussions about how cryptocurrency can play a more meaningful role in their communities.
APPLY TODAY

Crypto in Context is an Electric Coin Co. initiative connecting industry leaders
with underserved and burgeoning communities. Learn more here.

Electric Coin Company launched and supports the development of Zcash — a privacy-protecting,
digital currency built on strong science. Since its launch in 2016, Zcash has quickly grown to be
one of the most valued and admired cryptocurrencies in the world.
electriccoin.co

